
The Numberniks: Counting Past 10 and Up to
20
Are you ready to take your counting skills to the next level? With The
Numberniks, counting past 10 and up to 20 is a breeze! Join our friendly
number friends as they guide you through the exciting world of numbers.
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Meet the Numberniks

Zero the Hero: Zero is the starting point for all our counting
adventures. He's like the invisible superhero who makes everything
possible.

One the Brave: One is the smallest number, but he's also the bravest.
He's always ready to take on any challenge.

Two the Friendly: Two is a friendly number who loves to play with
others. He's always there to lend a helping hand.

Three the Wise: Three is a wise number who knows a lot about the
world. He's always happy to share his knowledge.
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Four the Fun: Four is a fun-loving number who loves to sing and
dance. He's always up for a good time.

Five the Friendly: Five is a friendly number who loves to make new
friends. She's always happy to welcome new people into her world.

Six the Silly: Six is a silly number who loves to make people laugh.
He's always up for a good joke.

Seven the Super: Seven is a super number who can do anything he
sets his mind to. He's always ready to save the day.

Eight the Great: Eight is a great number who loves to show off his
skills. He's always trying to impress others.

Nine the Kind: Nine is a kind number who always puts others before
himself. He's always there to help those in need.

Ten the Tiny: Ten is a tiny number who loves to hide. He's always
hiding in plain sight.

Counting Past 10

Now that you've met the Numberniks, let's start counting past 10. It's easier
than you think!

1. Start with the number 10.

2. Add one to the number 10. This gives you the number 11.

3. Continue adding one to each number. This will give you the numbers
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19.

4. Finally, add one to the number 19. This gives you the number 20.



Counting Up to 20

Now that you know how to count past 10, let's practice counting up to 20.

1. Start with the number 1.

2. Add one to the number 1. This gives you the number 2.

3. Continue adding one to each number. This will give you the numbers
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20.

Congratulations!

You've now mastered counting past 10 and up to 20! You're one step closer
to becoming a math whiz.

Practice Makes Perfect

The best way to improve your counting skills is to practice. Here are some
fun activities you can do to practice counting past 10 and up to 20:

Count the stairs as you climb them.

Count the cars as you drive down the street.

Count the number of steps you take as you walk.

Count the number of toys in your toy box.

Count the number of crayons in your crayon box.

With a little practice, you'll be counting like a pro in no time!
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The Complete Guide for Startups: How to Get
Investors to Say Yes
Are you a startup founder looking to raise funding from investors? If so,
then you need to read this guide. We'll cover everything you need to
know...

Your 30 Day Plan To Lose Weight, Boost Brain
Health And Reverse Disease
Are you tired of feeling tired, overweight, and unhealthy? Do you wish
there was a way to lose weight, boost your brain health, and reverse
disease without having to...
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